
                                                                                 
  

PRESS RELEASE 
 

 

ARM and Enea Demonstrate Reference 
Platform of Open Platform for Network 

Function Virtualization 
 

First ARM-based OPNFV reference platform demonstrated at 
San Jose’s NFV World Congress May 6-8 

 
 

 

STOCKHOLM, Sweden, May 5, 2015. ARM and Enea will showcase the first ARM-based 

reference platform for Open Platform for Network Function Virtualization (OPNFV) at the NFV 

World Congress from May 6-8, 2015. This demonstration of an early developer release on the 

ARM architecture brings unique value to the NFV vision, enabling processing efficiency and 

cross-platform flexibility and choice.   

 

“This is a tremendous leap forward in delivering the NFV vision across a wide range of highly-

integrated, workload-optimized ARM networking SoCs, available via the common 

OpenDataPlane® (ODP) interface layer,” said Charlene Marini, vice president of embedded 

marketing, ARM. “This application-ready platform is also the enabling layer for the Intelligent 

Flexible Cloud framework that will transform the network infrastructure over the next decade.” 

 

“As a founding member of the Linaro Networking Group and contributor to the OpenDataPlane 

and OPNFV initiatives, Enea is committed to working together with leading hardware vendors and 

customers on SDN- and NFV-enabling technologies”, said Daniel Forsgren, senior vice president 

of product management at Enea. “We are proud to be delivering an initial configuration of NFV 

infrastructure building blocks to jump-start integration and application development within the 

ARM stakeholder community in OPNFV.” 

 

The open source, carrier-grade NFV Infrastructure platform supports a set of example Virtual 

Network Function (VNF) applications. The collaboration of Enea and the ARM ecosystem of 

silicon partners will provide the initial building blocks of the platform, including OpenStack, 

OpenDaylight, Open vSwitch, KVM and the ODP built on a Linux® foundation. The focus is on 

creating an application-ready platform based on the ARM architecture and OpenDataPlane 

moving the industry towards a standardized open source framework to support the flexibility, 



                                                                                 
  

greater automation and scalability that is required for network infrastructure moving forward while 

enabling underlying processing efficiency.  

 

This initial release will be incorporated into the integration and testing processes of the Linux 

Foundation’s OPNFV project. This will enable the broader OPNFV community to participate in 

performance and reliability optimizations and validating VNF applications on the ARM 

architecture. More information on the reference platform can be found on blog ‘ARM and Enea 

deliver diverse silicon support for OPNFV- Explained’ and ‘The Emergence of the 

OpenDataPlane™ Standard’ white paper. 

 

An early configuration of the reference platform will be showcased at the ARM booth (#48) during 

NFV World Congress in San Jose, May 6-8, 2015. 

 

 

Partner Quotes 

 

AMD 

“NFV and SDN will represent a significant revolution in the way networks are built and managed 

in the future, and open collaborative software initiatives such as OPNFV accelerate innovation to 

realize this vision,” said Scott Aylor, corporate vice president and general manager of AMD’s 

embedded solutions. “Demonstrated by our first NFV demo on a 64-bit ARM-based SoC, AMD is 

moving forward with new ARM and the rest of the ecosystem to deliver compelling platforms for 

application development and deployment in this new paradigm.” 

 

CableLabs 

“As a founding member of OPNFV, CableLabs is committed to encouraging the emergence of a 

competitive ecosystem for NFV based on open source and referencing international standards. 

The OPNFV project enables the industry to create NFV integration platforms according to a 

common baseline thereby accelerating collaboration and shared learning,” said Chris Donley, 

director of virtualization and network evolution at CableLabs and member of the OPNFV Board. 

“We welcome this initiative by ARM which will level the playing field for underpinning technologies 

and increase competitive choices for users.” 

 

CAVIUM 

“We are proud to be a key contributor to the OpenDataPlane (ODP) and OPNFV projects and 

part of this important milestone for the ARM ecosystem” said Imran Badr, vice president of 

software engineering at Cavium. “Cavium’s unique technology capabilities demonstrated in both 

our OCTEON III and ThunderX product lines, with a common software interface in ODP, bring 

tremendous value to the network infrastructure community. Working within the Open Platform for 

https://intranet.enea.com/stories/Pages/A-new-vision-mission-and-strategy-for-the-future.aspx
https://intranet.enea.com/stories/Pages/A-new-vision-mission-and-strategy-for-the-future.aspx
http://community.arm.com/docs/DOC-10220
http://community.arm.com/docs/DOC-10220


                                                                                 
  

NFV (OPNFV) project will help accelerate the evolution of Network Function Virtualization (NFV) 

initiatives.” 

 

Freescale 

“Freescale® is a major contributor to the development of ODP, and is very active in driving 

innovative solutions in OPNFV, including significant advancements in data plane acceleration,” 

said Raja Tabet, Vice President of Software and Systems for Freescale Semiconductor’s Digital 

Networking Group. “Freescale looks forward to demonstrating its unique value and expertise in 

optimized NFV solutions leveraging our ARM-based QorIQ® multicore communications 

processors”. 

 

OPNFV 

"OPNFV is focused on fostering and strengthening a strong open ecosystem with a wide variety 

of hardware architectures and environments," said Heather Kirksey, director, OPNFV. "We are 

excited for initiatives like the ARM-based reference platform for the OPNFV integration project as 

it provides more choices for users." 

 

 

Contacts 

 

ARM 

Phil Hughes       +1 512-694-7382 

Director of Tech PR and AR     phil.hughes@arm.com    

 

Enea 

Fredrik Ehrenstråle      +46 709 714022 

Director Corporate Marketing     fredrik.ehrenstrale@enea.com  

 

 

About Open Platform for Network Function Virtualization (OPNFV) 

OPNFV is an open source project delivering a carrier-grade, integrated NFV reference platform. 

Its aim is to move the industry toward a standardized framework supporting the flexibility, 

automation and scalability needed for future network infrastructure. 

 

About ARM 

ARM is at the heart of the world’s most advanced digital products. Our technology enables the 

creation of new markets and transformation of industries and society. We design scalable, 

energy-efficient processors and related technologies to deliver the intelligence in applications 

ranging from sensors to servers, including smartphones, tablets and the internet of things.  

Our innovative technology is licensed by ARM Partners who have shipped more than 60 billion 

system-on-chip (SoC) devices containing ARM intellectual property since the company began in 

mailto:phil.hughes@arm.com
mailto:fredrik.ehrenstrale@enea.com


                                                                                 
  

1990. Together with our Connected Community, we are breaking down barriers to innovation for 

developers, designers and engineers, ensuring a fast, reliable route to market for leading 

electronics companies. Learn more and join the conversation at http://community.arm.com.  

 
ARM and Cortex are registered trademarks of ARM Limited (or its subsidiaries) in the EU and/or elsewhere. All rights 
reserved. Mali is a trademark of ARM Limited (or its subsidiaries) in the EU and/or elsewhere. All other brands or product 
names are the property of their respective holders. "ARM" refers to ARM Holdings plc (LSE: ARM and NASDAQ: ARMH) 
and members of its corporate group as constituted from time to time. None of the information contained in this document 
may be adapted, republished, or reproduced in any form except with the prior written permission of the copyright holder, 
but links may be posted directly to this document from other websites, and the whole of the document correctly attributed 
and unmodified may be shared freely, unless the copyright holder at any time withdraws these permissions. This 
document is intended only to provide information to the reader about the relevant product(s) described or mentioned. All 
information is provided "as is" and without warranty. ARM makes no representation as to the product(s), and ARM shall 
not be liable for any loss or damage arising from the use of any information in this document or any error or omission in 
such information. 

 

About Enea  

Enea is a global supplier of Linux and real-time operating system solutions, including middleware, 

tools, databases, and world class services, with a vision to enable communication everywhere. 

As a trusted and respected player in the embedded software eco system, Enea has for more than 

four decades delivered value and helped customers develop and maintain ground-breaking 

products. Every day, more than three billion people around the globe rely on Enea’s technologies 

in a wide range of applications in multiple verticals – from Telecom and Automotive, to Medical 

and Avionics. Enea has offices in Europe, North America and Asia, and is listed on NASDAQ 

OMX Nordic Exchange Stockholm AB. For more information please visit www.enea.com or 

contact us at info@enea.com. 

 
Enea®, Enea OSE®, Netbricks®, Polyhedra® and Zealcore® are registered trademarks of Enea AB and its subsidiaries. 
Enea OSE®ck, Enea OSE® Epsilon, Enea® Element, Enea® Optima, Enea® Optima Log Analyzer, Enea® Black Box 
Recorder, Enea® LINX, Enea® Accelerator, Polyhedra® Lite, Enea® dSPEED Platform, Enea® System Manager and 
Embedded for Leaders(TM) are unregistered trademarks of Enea AB or its subsidiaries. Any other company, product or 
service names mentioned above are the registered or unregistered trademarks of their respective owner. © Enea AB 
2015. 
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